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Abstract—We study an approach to quality-of-service (QoS) that
offers end-users the choice between two service classes defined ac-
cording to their level of transmission protection. The fully pro-
tected (FP) class offers end-users a guarantee of survivability in the
case of a single-link failure; all FP traffic is protected using a 1:1
protection scheme at the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
layer. The best effort protected (BEP) class is not protected; in-
stead restoration at the IP layer is provided. The FP service class
mimics what Internet users receive today. The BEP traffic is de-
signed to run over the large amounts of unused bandwidth that
exist in today’s Internet. The goal is to increase the load carried
on backbone networks without reducing the QoS received by ex-
isting customers. To support two such services, we have to solve
two problems: the off-line problem of mapping logical links to pairs
of disjoint fiber paths, and an on-line scheduling problem for dif-
ferentiating packets from two classes at the IP layer. We provide
an algorithm based on a Tabu Search meta-heuristic to solve the
mapping problem, and a simple but efficient scheduler based on
weighted fair queueing for service differentiation at the IP layer. We
consider numerous requirements that carriers face and illustrate
the tradeoffs they induce. We demonstrate that we can successfully
increase the total network load by a factor between three and ten
and still meet all the carrier requirements.

Index Terms—Internet, provisioning, scheduling, services, Tabu
Search (TS), wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internet backbone contains a large amount of capacity
that is currently not being used. Carriers today are very in-

terested in carrying additional load on their networks in order to
generate additional revenue, however, they are concerned about
not reducing the quality-of-service (QoS) received by existing
customers. The three main reasons why the Internet contains un-
used capacity are because of equipment redundancy, overprovi-
sioning, and the link upgrade process. Equipment redundancy
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typically leads to a multiplicity of links and/or nodes. Overpro-
visioning usually implies that network links are run at low uti-
lization levels. Redundancy of equipment and overprovisioning
are used to protect the backbone against failures. Some recent
research studies have started to uncover the nature and extent
of failures in today’s Internet protocol (IP) backbones [2], [3];
these findings have revealed that failures of one type or another
occur almost on a daily basis [2], and roughly 12% of failures are
related to optical-layer failures [3]. With technologies such as
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), a single-fiber failure
can bring down a large number of IP paths. Most large carrier
networks today use highly meshed topologies to prevent net-
work partitioning in the event of widespread failures involving
multiple links.

Upgrading the links (e.g., converting an OC-48 to an OC-192
link) in a large backbone is a time consuming process. For ex-
ample, upgrading a single large inter-POP backbone link can
take a few months, while upgrading a sizeable portion of the en-
tire network can take over a year. Each time a link is upgraded,
a “pocket” of additional bandwidth is opened up, but this is not
really available to users because: 1) for some users the shortest
paths they use may not traverse the new fast link; 2) for other
users the sequence of links their packets follow may traverse
the new link, but the other links in the sequence will be older
slower ones and these slower links determine the end-to-end
throughput; and 3) if the upgraded link is in the main working
path, it may not be used if the backup path has not also been up-
graded at the same time. When a network is partially upgraded,
and has many pockets of bandwidth scattered over the topology,
a potentially large number of users could indeed profit from this
new capacity, if it is properly managed.

In this paper, we propose that carriers provide two classes
of service, one of which would mimic today’s service and a
second one that would provide a lower QoS. The idea is for the
lower grade service to be carried on the “excess” bandwidth in
the backbone in such a way that has no impact on the service
level agreements (SLAs) promised to the higher grade service.
The majority of time this excess bandwidth is unused, hence,
the lower grade service will experience good performance and
can support a good SLA. When this excess bandwidth becomes
needed in a failure scenario, we drop as many packets as nec-
essary from the lower grade service in order to ensure there is
enough bandwidth to protect the higher grade service.

In order to achieve this, the two classes of service should be
differentiated by their level of protection against failures and the
packets need to be marked according to their class of service.
The first class, called fully protected (FP), offers users the in-
surance that they will not suffer service interruption in the case
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of a single failure. Protection is provided at the WDM layer via a
1:1 protection scheme that guarantees fast recovery after a single
failure. The second class of service, called best-effort protected
(BEP) is new. It does not provide a specific guarantee on service
disruption. Instead, in the case of failure, it offers to restore as
much of the affected traffic as possible. For a survey on protec-
tion and restoration strategies, see, e.g., [13].

Recently, the problem of service management has gained a
lot of attention in the optical community [5], [9], [14]–[17].
Proposals for different service classes in optical networks were
introduced by Gerstel and Ramaswami [14]. Ramamurthy and
Mukherjee [15] study the traditional 1 1 and 1:1 protection
strategies at the WDM layer for a single class of traffic. They
formulate the corresponding integer linear program (ILP) op-
timization problem applicable to small networks. Mohan and
Somani [16] propose a class of service that offers a minimal
level of protection to every connection. They claim that if the de-
mands are highly dynamic, it is possible to select routes whose
(shared) backup paths have a specified maximal nonzero prob-
ability of being unavailable if a failure occurs. Sridharan and
Somani [17] formulate the ILP problem when three different
service classes coexist. They try to minimize the capacity re-
quested by all working and backup paths, weighted by the traffic
class to which it belongs (since each class brings in a different
amount of revenue). Ramamurthy and Mukherjee [15] prove
that the general problem is NP-complete for a single class of
traffic. Hence, the recent proposal for three classes of traffic at
the WDM layer may be too complex to apply to real networks.

In an IP/WDM network, survivability can be provided at
the IP layer or at the WDM layer. Each layer presents dif-
ferent advantages and drawbacks [4], [8]. Some multilayer
protection/restoration schemes can adequately combine the
advantages of each layer and still avoid most of their disadvan-
tages [7]. They raise another challenge, however, namely the
complexity of coordinating the different restoration schemes
at the various layers (some solutions are proposed in [7]). In
this paper, this race between the layers for restoring traffic is
circumvented by allocating this task to a different layer for
each traffic class. FP traffic is rapidly and completely protected
at the WDM layer, whereas BEP traffic is restored (at a slower
scale) at the IP layer.

In [18], we initially presented the idea of two classes of ser-
vice differentiated by their level of protection, and we have
shown that networks can safely carry a much larger load (in
scenarios without failures) if they support these two service
classes. In that work, we proposed an ILP model to find the
primary and backup paths (sequence of fibers in the physical
topology) for each logical link and to maximize the BEP traffic
carried by the network in the no-failure scenario. This problem
is known in the literature as a mapping problem. We did not
study the restoration of the BEP traffic after the occurrence
of a physical link failure. This is an important issue because
it is clearly preferable for BEP traffic to experience a smooth,
gradual degradation rather than a sudden, total disruption during
failure episodes. By considering single failure events in our so-
lutions, we can reduce the likelihood of total disruption and
instead push the solutions toward ones that will yield smooth
degradations. In this paper, we thus extend our work by in-

corporating the impact of single failure events. We incorpo-
rate additional constraints that carriers face, consider fairness
in the excess bandwidth repartition, and provide a heuristic so-
lution based on Tabu Search (TS) methodology that can scale to
large networks. In order to provide a complete solution to sup-
porting our two proposed services, we also design a scheduler
that is needed at the IP layer to distinguish packets from the
two services during failure episodes. The scheduler is based on
weighted fair queueing mechanism and is transparent to both
classes when the network is in normal operation (i.e., no fail-
ures). Our scheduler helps ensure that FP packets continue to
experience the same SLA after failures, while BEP packets may
experience a degradation. An appealing advantage of our sched-
uler is that it does not require any particular signaling to switch
between the no-failure and failure modes, instead this switching
is driven by the change in the available bandwidth at the WDM
layer. The heuristic algorithm and scheduler also constitute ex-
tensions to our earlier work.

The goals of this paper are: 1) to quantify how much BEP
traffic can be carried on the network without impacting the FP
service; 2) to determine how to allocate the BEP traffic load
among all the logical connections such that the partition of the
BEP traffic is as fair as possible; 3) to maximize network-wide
load carried, while simultaneously balancing the tradeoffs of
designing for normal operating conditions versus for failure
modes; 4) to assess the service degradation during failure
episodes; and 5) to evaluate the success of the composite map-
ping and scheduling solutions by examining the performance
of each class of service in terms of throughput, delay and losses
at the IP layer. Task 5) is carried out using ns simulation. The
output of the mapping problem solution is used to establish the
physical and logical topologies, that are in turn used as inputs
to the simulator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
FP and BEP classes of service are fully defined in Section II.
In Section III, we explain which components of the overall
problem belong to which layer (physical or logical), give
a formal problem statement and describe our approach. A
heuristic solution based on TS methodology is introduced in
Section IV. The scheduler is described in Section V. Perfor-
mance results for both medium and large-sized networks are
presented and discussed in Section VI, along with a validation
of our heuristic. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. DEFINITION AND PROVISIONING OF CLASSES OF SERVICE

The FP service guarantees its customers that their traffic is
protected against any single point of failure in the backbone. FP
traffic is protected via precomputed, dedicated backup paths at
the WDM layer, using a 1:1 protection strategy. Fiber failures
are transparent to the IP layer for this class of traffic. In a 1:1
protection scheme, the FP traffic is transmitted only on one path
(called the working or primary path). If this path fails, the sender
and receiver both switch to the other path (called the backup
path). Our idea is to take advantage of 1:1 protection because the
reserved but unused capacity on the backup path can be given to
unprotected traffic whose packets would be dropped in the case
of a failure.
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The BEP service is one whose traffic runs on the excess back-
bone capacity during normal operation (i.e., a network state with
no failures). The BEP traffic of each logical connection can be
routed on either the primary or the backup path, but not on both
(i.e., it cannot be split over two paths). When a failure occurs,
the available bandwidth drops on all logical links that share this
fiber. Our IP scheduler enters into action and discards the BEP
packets as needed, while protecting the FP packets. Thus, the
SLA performance, in terms of packet drop rate, received by the
BEP traffic depends upon the amount of overprovisioning that
exists after both FP and BEP traffic have been accomodated.

We point out that in an environment in which each logical
connection is protected via a 1:1 scheme at the WDM layer,
and in which failures happen one at a time, the logical topology
will always be connected. Thus, the logical topology will be
always able to apply a restoration strategy at the IP layer, and
does not suffer from the failure propagation problem described
in [20]–[22].

What BEP offers to users, as a tradeoff for a lower amount
of protection, is either a larger throughput, or a cheaper price.
The wide variety of applications that exist today do not all need
the same level of protection. Some applications, such as IP tele-
phony, video-conferencing, and distance surveillance require
100% availability and, hence, full protection against network
failures. Others, like on-line games, Web surfing, and Kazaa
downloads are likely to be willing to tradeoff a partial and slower
protection for increased throughput (or a lower price). Such
tradeoffs are attractive as long as the probability of a service be-
coming unavailable is very small. Applications like e-mail can
fall into either one of these service classes.

III. MAPPING: PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main problem we address is to find a mapping of IP-layer
logical links to physical fibers such that 1) the FP traffic, spec-
ified by an FP traffic matrix, is protected and 2) we maximize
network-wide load (including both traffic classes) subject to a
constraint imposing a fairness policy on the allocation of BEP
load among all the logical connections. Our intent is to add BEP
traffic into the system such that there is no impact at all on the
protection quality received by the FP traffic in the case of either
a single failure or even multiple failures as long as none of them
is a critical failure. In this context, a critical failure is a mul-
tiple failure scenario that brings down a set of links such that
both the working and backup paths of the same logical link are
interrupted.

We focus on PoP-to-PoP (point-of-presence) topologies at the
IP layer, rather than on router-to-router topologies that consist
of hundreds of routers. A PoP is an ensemble of core and access
routers that usually reside in a single building in a metropolitan
area. PoPs are interconnected via inter-PoP links attached to the
core routers. The access routers are used to connect customers
to the backbone. With this topology, the logical links we map
capture the inter-PoP backbone links. Access routers can be ig-
nored because they do not connect directly to other PoPs or other
routers in the backbone.

The block diagram in Fig. 1 clarifies the inputs and outputs
of the mapping problem. A number of inputs to our problem,

Fig. 1. Block diagram of method.

which define requirements and constraints, come from the IP
layer (labeled “network inputs” in the figure). Two of the fea-
tures we support, fairness and the topology tradeoff parameter
(explained below), would be specified by an operator as they
essentially define policies (hence, labeled as “policy inputs” in
the diagram). We next discuss each of the elements in this di-
agram and try to clarify which components of the problem are
related to the logical (IP) layer and which are part of the phys-
ical (WDM) layer. To be clear, we state some definitions of basic
terms. We use the expression logical link to refer to a single link
between two PoPs at the IP layer. We use the term logical con-
nection to refer to a sequence of logical links. Each logical link
corresponds to a sequence of one or more physical links inter-
connected via optical cross-connects (OXCs).

The FP traffic matrix is a part of the logical layer. We de-
cided to focus on maximizing the amount of BEP traffic car-
ried, while letting the FP traffic be specified by an input demand
matrix. The reason for this is because capacity planning in the
Internet is typically done using an IP layer traffic matrix that
specifies the average amount of bandwidth that needs to flow
between any two PoPs or PoPs in a domain. After we choose an
initial matrix, we scale the entire matrix up, in order to load the
maximum amount of FP onto our network. By “scaling up,” we
mean that we multiply all elements in the matrix by a constant
factor that is as large as possible. The limit on how much the
matrix can be scaled up is defined by the maximum amount we
can protect.

The IP routes are those given by either the OSPF or IS-IS
protocol that operates at the IP layer. These protocols usually
compute shortest-path routes between PoPs, based on a set of
preassigned link costs. A path specified by OSPF (or IS-IS) is,
thus, a sequence of logical links.

Both the FP traffic matrix and the IP routes are inputs to
our problem. Using these two inputs, together with the logical
topology, we can calculate the aggregate load for each logical
link by routing the FP traffic matrix over the logical topology
according to the OSPF IP routes. As depicted in the block dia-
gram, this is considered as a preprocessing step to the optimiza-
tion problem. Three of these things—the FP traffic matrix, the
IP routes, and the logical link FP load (all coming from the IP
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layer)—constitute the network inputs needed for our optimiza-
tion problem at the physical layer.

The optimization procedure needs to find a pair of disjoint
fiber paths for each logical link. One fiber path is for the working
path and the second is for the backup path. There are typi-
cally a large number of such possible pairs for each logical link.
We choose among the many candidate solutions by evaluating
the corresponding amount of BEP traffic that maximizes our
objective function after we have satisfied the demands for FP
traffic. Since each logical connection is allowed to carry a cer-
tain amount of BEP traffic, the network-wide view of the total
BEP traffic carried can also be expressed as a BEP traffic ma-
trix with the same rows and columns as the FP traffic matrix.

We should mention at this point that we cannot solve the map-
ping problem separately for the FP and BEP traffic. Indeed, the
BEP traffic takes the same routes as the FP traffic at the log-
ical layer, and is mapped on the working or backup path of
the logical link for the FP traffic at the physical layer. The two
traffic classes need, therefore, to be considered simultaneously
in the mapping problem. In particular, we cannot consider the
FP traffic matrix as a simple “bias” on the capacity of the logical
links available for BEP traffic.

We now explain our objective function more carefully. We
want to select a mapping that is good under two types of sce-
narios: the normal network state in which no link has failed, and
the network state in which a single link has failed. If the optical
layer is composed of physical links, then the number of failure
scenarios is . The network, or topology for each of the failure
scenarios, is the original topology with one link missing. Since
we want to consider single failure scenarios (we also used the
term “failure modes”) and one normal scenario with no failures,
we essentially need to do an optimization over images of
the backbone topology.

A mapping that considers the no-failure mode could assign
a large amount of the spare capacity to BEP traffic. Since the
BEP traffic is completely unprotected at the WDM layer, this
could produce very bad performance, in terms of BEP traffic
lost, when some physical links fail. Thus, by focusing on the
no-failure mode alone, we would be able to carry a large amount
of BEP traffic but experience potentially very poor performance
during failures. By considering the failure modes, we can mit-
igate the performance degradation at the time of failures. A
mapping that considers only failure modes would encourage
the use of small amounts of BEP traffic as it would only load
up an amount of BEP that could survive the particular failure.
We, thus, define a topology tradeoff parameter, called with

, that balances the amount of emphasis put on the
normal topology versus those (with a link missing) that repre-
sent failure modes.

Our objective function contains two terms; the first term spec-
ifies the amount of BEP traffic carried by the network in the
normal operating state (i.e., no-failure-mode), while the second
one is the BEP load still carried by the network after the occur-
rence of a single failure, and averaged over all the possible single
failures. We state this more formally as follows. Let
denote the BEP traffic carried by the connection in
the no-failure mode (denoted by ), where denotes the set of
all logical connections flowing at the IP layer. Let

denote the BEP traffic carried by the connection
when fiber has been involved in a failure. The nota-
tion refers to the failure mode for link , i.e., it indi-
cates a network state in which the physical topology is missing
link . Let denote the set of edges in the optical-layer
topology (graph) and, thus, . Our objective func-
tion , that we want to maximize, is now given by

(1)

Note that by modifying the weight , we are able to reach
solutions with different characteristics. When more importance
is given to the first term (smaller ), more BEP is carried in
the no-failure mode but the average amount of BEP lost is larger
when failures occur. On the other hand, if more importance is
given to the second term (larger ), less BEP traffic is lost
during the failures but less BEP traffic is carried by the network
during normal conditions. The topology tradeoff parameter
could be chosen as a function of the probability of a link failure.
If the link failure probability is very low, then clearly, we want a
small so that the topology under normal operating conditions
is given a very large weight. Conversely, if the probability of
failure is high, more importance should be given to the failure
modes.

There are a multitude of ways in which BEP can be added
to the spare capacity because there are many combinations of
bandwidth that can be given to each connection, and each con-
nection can route its BEP traffic on either the working or backup
paths. If the goal is to add the maximum amount of BEP pos-
sible (in general) or in particular, according to the objective
function , then the result is likely to be a very unbalanced
distribution of the BEP load—giving large amounts of traffic
to some connections and close to zero to others. In particular,
single-hop connections would tend to receive a large amount of
BEP, while longer multihop connections would receive nothing
or very little. It is intuitive that this would lead to the largest total
amount of allocated BEP bandwidth network-wide.

We believe that carriers would find this unappealing because
of the unfairness. For this reason, we include in our problem the
concept of a fairness policy. In our scheme for allocating BEP
bandwidth among all the logical connections, we consider two
different fairness policies. The first policy is called minimum
guaranteed fairness policy (MinG). According to this policy,
each logical connection must receive a minimum bandwidth for
its BEP traffic, denoted as . After having met this even dis-
tribution, there is no further fairness mechanism implemented
and each logical connection is free to get as much as it can.
This policy is a first step toward the second policy presented,
called Maximum-Minimum fairness policy (MaxMin). This
policy forces each logical connection sharing a bottleneck log-
ical link to receive the same share of the bandwidth left for BEP
traffic. The second policy introduces more fairness among all
the logical connections. We will show that the more fairly the
BEP bandwidth is distributed, the less BEP load the network
will be able to carry.
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We now give the formal problem statement, incorporating all
of the elements above.

GIVEN:

i) a physical topology (which must be at least biconnected),
whose nodes are OXCs interconnected by optical fibers
that support a limited number of wavelengths and have
limited capacity;

ii) a logical topology whose nodes are IP PoPs intercon-
nected by logical links; these links have a finite limit on
the total amount of traffic they can carry (including both
FP and BEP); the limit comes from the capacity of their
line cards;

iii) an FP traffic matrix, denoted ,
that defines the FP traffic demand for each pair of PoPs

at the IP layer, we call these pair origin-destination
(OD) pairs;

iv) the routing paths selected at the IP layer for each OD pair
of PoPs; this set of routes is denoted by ;

v) a 1:1 FP protection strategy at the WDM layer;
vi) a fairness policy to allocate BEP traffic among all the

logical connections;
vii) the objective function defined above;
FIND

Primary and backup paths for each logical link and the
BEP traffic matrix for each
pair of PoPs at the IP layer in the regular condition
in such a way that the network is able to:

i) carry the amount of FP traffic defined as an input by the
FP traffic matrix ;

ii) the objective function is maximized.

IV. SOLUTION TO MAPPING PROBLEM

We develop two solutions to this problem. This first one uses
optimization techniques to find an optimal solution based on for-
mulating the problem as an ILP. Although this approach can find
optimal solutions, it is limited in its applicability since even for
moderate size networks, obtaining an optimal solution to this
problem becomes quite cumbersome due to the large number
of variables and constraints involved in its formulation. Indeed,
a simpler version of this problem, in which one tries to opti-
mize the network load for only one class of service, was already
proven to be NP-complete [15]. U.S. backbone carriers can have
upwards of 30 OXCs and 50 fibers in a physical topology, and
upwards of 20 PoPs and 40 bidirectional logical links at the
IP layer. It is, thus, clear that heuristic solutions are the only
practical candidate solutions that carriers can consider using.
Our second solution defines a heuristic algorithm based on the
TS methodology that can be used in practice for actual carrier
backbone networks. Due to lack of space, we do not include
our optimal ILP solution in this paper. We refer the interested
reader to [24]. We provide our heuristic solution herein and
use our optimal solution to validate the heuristic algorithm on a
medium-sized network (see Section VI-A-3).

TS is based on a partial exploration of the space of admis-
sible solutions, starting from an initial solution usually obtained

with a greedy algorithm, and ending when a stopping crite-
rion is satisfied. The algorithm returns the best solution it found
during the entire search. For each admissible solution, the al-
gorithm defines a class of neighboring solutions (the neighbor-
hood) obtained from the current solution by applying an appro-
priate transformation, called a move. At each iteration of the TS
algorithm, all solutions in the neighborhood of the current so-
lution are evaluated, and the best one is selected as the current
new solution.

In order to efficiently explore the solution space, the defini-
tion of neighborhood may change during the exploration of the
solution space; this enables a diversification of the search in dif-
ferent solution regions. The TS algorithm can be seen as an evo-
lution of the classical local optimum solution search algorithm
called steepest descent [28]. It can avoid getting trapped in local
minima due to the TS mechanism that allows limited excursions
toward solutions that appear worse than the current one.

The TS method introduces the use of a Tabu list to prevent
the algorithm from cycling among already visited solutions. The
Tabu list stores the latest accepted moves; as long as a move is
stored in the Tabu list, it cannot be used to generate a new one.
The choice of the Tabu list size is a key parameter of the opti-
mization procedure: too small a size could cause the cyclic rep-
etition of the same solutions, while too large a size can severely
limit the number of applicable moves, thus preventing a good
exploration of the solution space. The TS heuristic ends when
a stopping criterion is reached. A common stopping criterion is
simply to stop after some fixed number of iterations has been
carried out.

A. Our Algorithm

We now state our algorithm by specifying how we implement
each of the elements of a TS heuristic. We have added a prepro-
cessing step that speeds up the rest of the search procedures.

Step 1) Preprocessing Step. Generate the set of all admis-
sible pairs of disjoint physical paths that could be
used for each logical link. This determines the ad-
missible solutions, each of which contains a partic-
ular mapping for each logical link. Admissibility
here only refers to the fiber paths being disjoint.

Step 2) Initial Solution. For each logical link, randomly
select one pair of disjoint physical paths. Choose
randomly within the pair which physical path is
assigned as working path and which one is as-
signed as backup path. The aggregated BEP traffic
flowing on each logical link can be sent either on
the working path or on the backup physical path.
The path leading to the largest value of the objec-
tive function is chosen.

Step 3) Create Neighborhood. Select a logical link at
random. Keep the working path fixed and change
the physical backup path. The set of all the ad-
missible backup paths for the selected logical link
defines the neighborhood of the current solution.

Step 4) Evaluation of Solutions in Neighborhood. We need
to evaluate each solution in the neighborhood and
pick the best one. Only the solutions generated
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by selecting a logical link and the pair of phys-
ical paths not present in the Tabu list are analyzed
during this step.

a) Check the capacity of each solution to ensure
that the protection requirements for the FP
matrix are satisfied. If enough resources are
not available on the two physical paths to
protect the FP traffic, then the solution is
discarded as infeasible.

b) Determine an allocation of BEP traffic onto
the spare bandwidth that maximizes our
objective function. Consider putting BEP
traffic on either the working or backup
paths.

c) Elect the best solution found in the neighbor-
hood as new current solution.

Step 5) Update. Update the Tabu list by adding the latest
move used to generate the new current solution
and removing the oldest. Update the best-solution-
seen-so-far if the new current solution analyzed
shows a larger value of the objective function .

Step 6) Repeat. If number of iterations is less than some
predefined threshold, go to Step 3), else stop.

We now comment on some of these steps in more detail. The
move we apply to create the neighborhood has two nice prop-
erties. The first one is the guarantee that all solutions in this
neighborhood are admissible.1 The second property is that this
kind of move makes it easy to implement a diversification step.
For example, we can select a different number of logical links
at each iteration, which will move up rapidly to another region
of the solution space. We apply diversification only when a cer-
tain number of successive iterations fail to yield improvement.
In our simulations, this number is set to 50; when this number is
reached, we build a new solution by selecting a random number
of logical links between three and five. Note that after the di-
versification move has been done once, we return to the regular
move based on perturbing a single logical link.

We check the feasibility of a solution [Step 4a)] by routing all
the logical connections onto the logical topology using the stan-
dard OSPF IP routing protocol. Then, each logical link is
routed over the physical topology using the physical paths se-
lected by the TS metaheuristic. If sufficient resources are not
available to protect the entire aggregated FP traffic on each log-
ical link, then the solution is discarded. The next solution is then
analyzed. Once we find a feasible solution, we move to Step 4b).

After a solution is claimed admissible for the FP traffic, then
the BEP traffic needs to be assigned to each logical connection.
As we mentioned before, two fairness policies are implemented.
The MinG policy requires that a minimum bandwidth
is assigned to each logical connection for its BEP traffic. The
algorithm starts by routing all the logical connections into the
logical topology using the OSPF IP routing algorithm, and by
assigning BEP traffic to each connection. Then, the algo-
rithm verifies if the available bandwidth for each logical link

1Note that we distinguish between admissibility that refers to two fiber paths
being disjoint, and feasibility that refers to a set of paths having enough capacity
to satisfy the protection needs.

is larger than the aggregated FP and BEP traffic flowing on it.
If this test is passed, all the single-hop logical connections will
get as much as they can, i.e. a further amount of BEP bandwidth
equal to the remaining available capacity.

The second fairness policy MaxMin is implemented by a
water-filling type algorithm as follows. The algorithm starts
by routing all the logical connections into the logical topology
using the OSPF IP routing algorithm, and by assigning zero
BEP traffic to each connection. Then the amount of BEP traffic
allocated to each connection is increased in equal increments
until a logical link gets saturated. At this point, the BEP
bandwidth allocated to all logical connections sharing this
bottleneck is frozen (at an equal level for all of them). All the
other connections, which do not share this bottleneck, can still
receive additional BEP traffic, without impacting the bandwidth
allocated to the frozen connections. We then proceed to increase
in equal increments the bandwidth to all remaining unfrozen
connections, until a new logical link becomes a bottleneck (i.e.,
saturated). The bandwidth assigned to connections traversing
the new bottleneck are now frozen. The algorithm repeats
until all the logical connections are frozen. At this point, the
bandwidth of each logical connection is determined by its own
bottleneck.

We fix the size of the Tabu list to be 7. This number was
chosen based upon our experience running simulations for dif-
ferent kinds of network topologies and FP traffic matrices. The
searching procedure is stopped when a given number of itera-
tions is reached. The number of iterations should be chosen rel-
ative to the size of the network and to achieve a good tradeoff
between computational time needed and the quality (distance
from the optimal solution) of the solutions reached. We set this
parameter to 1500 for the medium-sized network and 5000 for
the large-sized network.

B. Complexity

We now discuss the complexity of the proposed heuristics.
First, we look at the BEP allocation algorithm that distributes the
excess bandwidth to BEP connections according to a max-min
fair strategy. Let be the number of logical connections, the
number of physical, and their capacity. For each logical con-
nection , its BEP load is successively increased by one
unit on all the fibers belonging to its path until each
fiber has reached capacity . This algorithm has complexity

since at most iterations are executed, while at
each iteration at most operations are required. We now
focus on the complexity of TS algorithm. Let be the max-
imum number of visited solutions in each neighborhood. For
each of them, we have to route the fixed FP traffic and verify
the admissibility of the solution. If the solution is admissible,
we run the BEP allocation algorithm. The first step requires

operations since for each logical connection
we have to route its FP flow on both the working and backup
paths, and the maximum length of each path in the worst case
is equal to . Then, the complexity to evaluate each neigh-
borhood is equal to that is upper bounded
by . If is the number of iterations before stop-
ping the algorithm, the complexity of the proposed the proposed
TS is equal to . When we ran our heuristics on a
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Fig. 2. Scheduler.

550-MHz linux machine with two processors, the running time
was approximately 15 min for the large network described in
Section VI.

V. CLASS BASED SCHEDULING AT THE IP LAYER

In this section, we present a scheduler that is able to differen-
tiate the two service classes in the event of a failure at the optical
layer. The scheduler is depicted in Fig. 2. The main advantage of
this scheduler is that it treats the packets of both classes equally
in the no-failure mode, and it protects the FP packets from the
BEP packets in the failure mode. The scheduler does its best to
provide the FP packets the same service they were getting in the
normal mode when a failure happens. This switch between the
two modes of operation is automatic and is driven by the drop
in the available bandwidth at the physical layer. Many sched-
ulers exist in the literature to provide service differentiation (e.g.
WFQ [32], FRED [30], and LQF [31]), however, none of these
provide two such modes of operation. In the prior work, packets
continuously receive differentiated treatment.

Let denote the capacity of logical link during normal op-
eration. A buffer of size is available at the input of link and
is served at rate . The space of this buffer can be managed by
any policy (Drop-Tail, RED, etc.). By definition of our service
classes, the simple best effort service is provided without any
guarantees at this stage to any of the two classes.

When a fiber fails at the optical layer, all the logical links
sharing this fiber will be switched from their primary paths to
their backup paths. Each logical link , affected by this failure,
and whose backup path has a smaller available capacity

, will experience a drop in bandwidth from to . Let
and denote, respectively, the portion of devoted to the
aggregated FP and BEP traffic flowing on link , and computed
by the algorithms of Section IV.

After the drop in bandwidth from to , packets of FP
and BEP classes have to be served at rates and re-
spectively. To maintain the same order for FP packets before
and after the drop in bandwidth, we keep the buffer (virtu-
ally) served at a rate . We also place two parallel queues (one
for each class) in between buffer and the link . After leaving
the buffer , a packet goes to its corresponding queue based on
its class. The two queues are served in a weighted round-robin
way with rates and (or with weights
and ). The round-robin scheduler ensures a
fine-granularity distribution of the bandwidth between the
two queues. The outputs of the two queues are connected to the
link whose bandwidth has dropped.

Our scheduler can be seen as the original buffer extended
with a weighted fair queue (WFQ) buffer. The original buffer
is always (virtually) served at the original rate whereas the

WFQ buffer is served at the real rate of the link. When the band-
width of the link is equal to , the WFQ buffer is transparent;
packets of both classes are only queued in buffer and they
are served at a rate .2 This transparency is the result of the
fact that the WFQ buffer is implemented in such a way as to be
work conserving. When the bandwidth drops, the WFQ buffer
is automatically activated and starts to provide the differenti-
ated service. If the peak rate of the FP traffic is less than ,
FP packets will only be queued in buffer and get the same
service as before the drop in bandwidth. BEP packets will be
queued in both buffers and WFQ, except if their peak rate is
less than the available bandwidth.

Denote by and the two queues of the WFQ buffer
for link . We choose their sizes in a way that they absorb a full
buffer . That is

(2)

These two queues are managed according to the drop-tail policy.
Other sizes and policies can also be used for these two buffers.

To illustrate the functioning of our scheduler, we simulate
(using the ns simulator) a simple scenario where a link of
10 Mb/s is crossed by an FP and a BEP traffic stream of
4 Mb/s each. Both traffic flows are generated by user datagram
protocol (UDP) Poisson sources. The size of the buffer is
set to 50 packets and all packets are of 500 bytes. We start the
simulation in the no-failure mode, then after 500 s, we emulate
a failure that drops the bandwidth from 10 to 5 Mb/s. We stop
the simulation after 1000 s. The weights of the scheduler are
set as follows: Mb/s, . We plot as a function
of time the throughput of the FP and the BEP traffic averaged
over 1 s intervals, and we also plot the length of the queue
in the three buffers of our scheduler. The plots are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. For the throughput, we see clearly that the FP
traffic is not affected by the failure and see how the BEP is
penalized. For the queue length, the buffer at the first stage
shows the same occupancy before and after the failure, whereas
the buffers at the second stage are empty and transparent before
the failure. After the failure, the FP buffer remains almost
empty since the rate of the FP traffic is on average less than
the available bandwidth of 5 Mb/s. The BEP buffer overflows
after the failure since the BEP traffic is on average more than
the bandwidth not used by FP. The FP traffic is then protected
in terms of throughput and delay whereas the BEP traffic is
penalized (less throughput, more delay, and losses). This shows
that our scheduler is achieving its goals.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now evaluate the performance of our two service proposal
on the medium-sized network shown in Fig. 5, and on the large-
sized Sprint backbone shown in Figs. 9 and 10. We first solve the
mapping problem. Then, to study the performance degradation
of both classes in case of physical link failures, we simulate
each failure scenario in a network whose logical and physical

2In order not to make a packet suffer two transmission times in B and on
the link, we implement the buffer B in such a way as to deliver a packet at
the beginning of its service time and not at the end of service, as in classical
queueing systems.
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Fig. 3. Throughput for FP and BEP.

Fig. 4. Occupancy of the three buffers of the scheduler.

Fig. 5. Medium-sized network composed by 12 OXCs, 17 WDM fibers at the
WDM layer, 8 routers, and 13 logical links at IP layer.

topology are connected according to the output of our mapping
solution. We use the ns simulator with our own implementation
of our scheduler in each router. We remind the reader that for
large networks, such as the Sprint backbone, we collapse all the
intra-PoP routers in one single PoP-node, and we consider the
PoP as a large backbone router. For a medium-size network, we
study the real router-to-router topology.

Fig. 6. TS evolution forW = 0 (Optimization in the no-failure state only)
andW = 1 (Optimization in the single failure state only). No fairness policies.

A. Mapping: Medium-Sized Heterogeneous Networks

We use the medium-size network shown in Fig. 5 whose
WDM layer is quite heterogeneous. Three different WDM
systems are implemented: some fibers are equipped with 16
channels at 200 Mb/s, some with 16 channels at 120 Mb/s,
and others with 16 channels at 50 Mb/s. The capacity of each
channel is marked on the figure via the thickness of the line
as described in the legend. The line card speed limit for each
logical link is set to 150 Mb/s.

1) Topology Tradeoff Issue: We now quantify this tradeoff
between optimizing for the no-failure mode alone versus
finding a good solution for single-failure modes. We use an FP
traffic matrix in which each element in the matrix (each logical
connection) is assigned a random value uniformly between 0
and 100 Mb/s. (We remind the reader that after we choose an
initial matrix, we scale up the entire matrix, in order to load
the maximum amount of FP onto our network.) We look at
three performance metrics: the amount of BEP traffic carried
by the network in the no-failure mode (denoted ),
the minimum and the average BEP traffic

carried by the network where the minimum
and average are computed over all the single failure modes

. These metrics are plotted in Fig. 6. This figure includes
two graphs for two extreme values of the topology tradeoff
parameter , namely (maximize the BEP traffic only
for the no-failure mode) and (maximize the average
BEP traffic over all single failure scenarios without any con-
sideration of the no-failure mode). These graphs are plotted
against the number of iterations executed by the TS heuristic.
Before commenting on our performance metrics, we make an
observation about the convergence of our heuristic algorithm.
Although we limited the number of iterations of our algorithm
to 1500 for the medium-sized network (Section IV), we see
here that in all cases it typically takes no more than 30–40
iterations for our heuristic to converge.
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Fig. 7. FP-BEP traffic carried by the network and logical link utilization in all
the failure states as a function of the weightW . No fairness policies.

In the case of , our algorithm would enable around
950 Mb/s of BEP traffic to be carried in the network during
no-failure modes. The BEP traffic values in the figure are
summed over all logical links and, thus, represents a net-
work-wide BEP load. The load generated by FP traffic in this
example was roughly 240 Mb/s; hence, our two-service class
proposal combined with a good mapping solution, enables a
network to increase its total carried load by a factor between
3 and 4. Since we optimized for the no-failure mode only,
when failures do happen, the average amount of BEP carried
after a failure typically drops to around 250–300 Mb/s. Some
solutions lose 63% of the BEP traffic they enjoyed before the
failure, while others can lose as much as 77%.

When we optimize for the failure modes , we can
see that during normal operation, the network carries roughly
650 Mb/s of BEP traffic, and when a failure occurs this number
typically drops to around 550 Mb/s. Overall, we carry approxi-
mately 21% less BEP traffic in normal operating conditions
when we optimize for failure modes instead of optimizing only
for the no-failure mode. On the other hand, the BEP loss in the
event of a failure is limited to around 23% when as op-
posed to the 60%–75% loss incurred when . This clearly
indicates the tradeoff between optimizing for failure modes as
opposed to nonfailure modes.

2) Setting the Value of the Topology Tradeoff Parameter :
We now examine how the performance varies as a function of

as it ranges from 0 to 1. The metrics we examine here are
the total network load carried including both FP and BEP traffic
(shown in the top portion of Fig. 7), and the utilization of the
links at the logical level (shown in the bottom portion of Fig. 7),
where the utilization numbers again include both FP and BEP
traffic.

We observe that by increasing , the amount
of BEP traffic carried, under no-failure conditions decreases,

Fig. 8. Comparison between Model and TS. Two different traffic matrices are
analyzed, the first with its entries uniformly distributed, and the second with
entries following a negative exponential distribution. No fairness policies.

whereas the average amount of BEP carried
by the network in failure modes increases. This is what we
would expect given our understanding of the topology tradeoff
issue. The same behavior is true for the metric of logical link
utilization—with the exception of the maximum utilization
under the no-failure mode. This makes sense; the corresponding
curve is always at 100% because there is always
at least one link in the network at 100% utilization. We point
out that without BEP traffic, the average logical link utilization
would be around 18%. This is in the typical range at which
carriers load their networks today. Carrier’s do this as part of
their overprovisioning approach, which provides additional
robustness to large failure events. Hence, these results for our
two-service proposal indicates that carriers could run their
networks at much higher load levels (e.g., between 40%–80%
on average) without impacting today’s clients who essentially
use an FP service.

3) Validation of Heuristic: In this section, we compare the
performance of our heuristic algorithm to that of our optimal
ILP solution (presented in [24]). To do this over a multiplicity
of cases, we first examined 50 different FP traffic matrices, each
of which was generated using a uniform distribution. Then,
we generated another 50 traffic matrices whose entries were
drawn from a negative exponential distribution. Both traffic
matrix types used an average of 50 Mb/s. Again, each FP traffic
matrix is scaled up as much as possible until some FP traffic
connections reach their limit, and would no longer be protected
on a 1:1 basis if we would continue to increase their allocated
rate.

Results from this comparison are given in Fig. 8. The notation
refers to the amount of BEP traffic carried in

the solution found by our ILP model, while the notation
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Fig. 9. Sprint logical topology: 18 IP routers with 36 bidirectional logical links.

Fig. 10. Sprint WDM topology: 36 OXC with 55 WDM fibers. Heterogeneous backbone:W represents an OC192 system equipped with 40 channels at 10 Gb/s,
W represents an OC48 system with 40 channels at 2.44 Gb/s, andW an OC12 system with 40 channels at 622 Mb/s.

refers to the amount of BEP carried in the solution
found by our TS heuristic algorithm. In these figures, we plot the
FP and BEP loads separately. We can see for that all values of
and for both types of FP traffic matrices (uniform and negative
exponential), the performance of the heuristic and the model are
very close. For , the gap between the TS heuristic and
the ILP model is less than 3%, while for , the gap is less
than 5.8% for both distributions.

B. Mapping: Large-Sized Heterogeneous Networks

We now examine how the previous results extend to a
large-size network, such as the Sprint backbone. Figs. 9 and
10 display the two simplified versions of the WDM and IP
layers actually used in the Sprint backbone. The WDM layer
consists of 36 OXC and 55 WDM fibers, while 18 PoPs and
36 logical links are present at the IP layer. Three different
WDM systems are used, which we call (40 channels at 10
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Fig. 11. Load and utilization performance on Sprint backbone for a uniform FP traffic matrix.

Fig. 12. BEP load distribution among the logical connections for the two fairness policies introduced with a Z = 25 Mb/s.

Gb/s), (40 channels at 2.44 Gb/s), and (40 channels
at 622 Mb/s). Each IP PoP has an electronic speed equal to
2.4 Gb/s.

1) Basic Results: We ran our TS heuristic for the Sprint
backbone using 15 traffic matrices randomly generated from
a uniform distribution between 0 and 100 Mb/s as described
previously. Our two metrics of load levels carried and logical
link utilization are shown in Fig. 11. The general results are
similar to those obtained for the medium-sized network.

For all values of , the amount of BEP traffic carried
during no-failure scenarios ranges from 55 to 60 Gb/s. This
corresponds to an increase in the carried load of a factor of
9–10, as compared with a network carrying FP alone. In the
event of a failure, the average amount of BEP lost ranges from
30% to 50%. Even in the most conservative case ,
we can support a BEP service carrying approximately 55 Gb/s
of traffic, and the performance degradation suffered by BEP
during failure events is approximately the loss of 1/3 of its
traffic. In this case, the average logical link utilization is around

70% during normal operation and drops to roughly 40% during
failure modes.

2) Impact of the Fairness Policies: We now examine the dif-
ference in terms of BEP network load carried by each logical
connection when the two fairness policies are implemented. On
the top and middle of Fig. 12, we show the BEP bandwidth in
megabits per second ( axis) assigned to each logical connection
( axis) by using respectively the MinG policy and the MaxMin
policy. The bottom of Fig. 12 shows the cumulative distribution
of the two fairness policies, i.e., the fraction of logical connec-
tions ( axis) with an assigned bandwidth less than or equal to
a specific value ( axis). The case shown is for and

Mb/s.
First, note that the minimum BEP bandwidth assigned to each

connection is greater than or equal to Mb/s.3 By
looking at the number of origin-destination (OD) pairs with a
BEP load larger than 25 Mb/s, we can see from these figures

3This characteristic is not visible from the top and the middle of Fig. 12 be-
cause of the large y axis range, but is clear by looking at the bottom of Fig. 12.
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that the MinG policy assigns almost 80% of the logical connec-
tions to the minimum value, while the MaxMin policy assigned
only 60% of its logical connections to 25 Mb/s. This can also
be seen by looking at the bottom plot for the case when the

axis value is at 25 Mb/s. While the MinG policies success-
fully avoids assigning some connections zero bandwidth, it is
still prone to a tendency to give each connection either a min-
imum or some maximum value (in this case roughly 1600 Mb/s)
with very few connections receiving some intermediate value.
We can observe that very few OD pairs have values in the range
of 25 to 1600 Mb/s by looking at the bottom plot, in which the
MinG policy is nearly flat in the range of 25 to 1600 Mb/s. The
MaxMin curve, however, does have gradual change and growth
in that bandwidth range. It is also clear from the top two plots
that the MaxMin policy has more OD pairs with values in the
100–1000 Mb/s range. As expected, the MaxMin policy yields
better fairness than a MinG policy. We computed the total load
carried in the two fairness policies, and the MaxMin policy car-
ries 14% less load than the MinG policy. Hence, the tradeoff
between these two policies is that increasing fairness leads to a
reduction in overall total load carried.

C. IP Scheduler: Simulation Results

We now examine the on-line performance of our proposed
schemes. We study the medium-sized network shown in Fig. 5
and implement our scheduler in each of the routers. The per-
formance of both classes of service was evaluated using the ns
simulator. We remind the reader that to assess the performance
of the two classes of service in case of a physical link failure, we
need to know exactly which sequence of physical links are used
by each logical link. For this purpose, we implement the solu-
tion obtained by solving the mapping problem for this topology,
using the heuristic proposed in Section IV. Between each pair
of routers, we set the two average traffic flow rates (for FP and
BEP traffic) according to the values used in the previous uniform
traffic matrix. We use this average rate for each logical connec-
tion as the mean of a Poisson distribution so that packet arrivals
are generated according to a Poisson process. We take Poisson
traffic for its simplicity and for its good approximation of In-
ternet traffic in IP backbone networks [29]. The traffic is sym-
metric in that two routers exchange the same amount of traffic in
both directions. We assume each logical link to have 150 Mb/s
card speed. We take all logical link delays equal to 10 ms, and
we set the packet size of FP and BEP packets to 1500 bytes. All
simulations are run for a long duration of 1000 s.

First, we run a simulation for the no-failure case. Between
each pair of routers, we measure the throughput, loss and delay
of FP and BEP traffic. With eight IP layer routers, we have

router pairs. Since the logical connections are sym-
metric, we group bidirectional traffic into a single router pair.
We have, thus, 28 such pairs. We also measure the aggregate
throughput on each logical link. Next, we run a simulation for
each failure scenario. Seventeen failure scenarios are considered
in total, numbered from 1 to 17, with the no-failure scenario
numbered 0. Every failure causes a drop of the total bandwidth
available for logical links. Logical links are symmetric in all
failure scenarios. Fig. 13 summarizes these drops in bandwidth.
The lines in this figure correspond to the logical links (13 in

Fig. 13. Bandwidth of each logical link (13 in total) in the normal operation
state (failure id 0) and for any physical link failures (failure id from 1 to 17).

total) as defined in Fig. 5. The axis represents the index of the
failure scenario considered. The axis represents the total band-
width available on a logical link in a failure scenario. We have
split the 13 logical links over three plots for ease of readability.

For all failure scenarios, we take the following measurements:
1) throughput, delay, and losses between router pairs and 2) ag-
gregate throughput on every logical link. Using these measure-
ments, we can study the impact of a fiber failure on each class
of service at the IP layer in terms of throughput (Figs. 14 and
15), delay (Figs. 16 and 17), and loss (Figs. 18 and 19). For all
these figures, the axis shows the performance of the traffic in
the no-failure mode and the axis shows the performance of the
traffic in the failure mode. The number of points in each figure is
equal to the number of failure scenarios (17) times the number of
router pairs (28). Thus, each point represents the end-to-end per-
formance between one pair of routers for one failure scenario.

In the throughput plot for the FP traffic (Fig. 14), all the points
lie around the diagonal. This indicates that the throughput for
FP traffic is not impacted by single-link failures. In the case of
delay and loss (Figs. 16 and 18), there are just a few points that
are a bit above the diagonal. Note that this would happen even
without the addition of BEP traffic. When the bandwidth drops
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Fig. 14. Throughtput for FP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure mode.

Fig. 15. Throughtput for BEP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure mode.

Fig. 16. End-to-end delay for FP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure mode.

during a failure, the transmission time of FP packets increases,
so we cannot avoid an increase in the packet delay even if the av-
erage FP traffic is less than the available bandwidth in the failure
mode. For the loss, it is the same thing since buffers are finite
and the traffic at the packet level is Poisson (more bursty than
constant bit rate). These figures show that our mapping solution
and scheduler are working properly in that they achieve their
goal of adding BEP traffic into the network without impacting
the SLA of the FP traffic.

Fig. 17. End-to-end delay for BEP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure
mode.

Fig. 18. Losses for FP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure mode.

For the BEP traffic there is clearly a degradation of service
in the failure modes. This is evidenced by the points below the
diagonal in the throughput plot4 and by the points above the
diagonal in the delay and loss plots. When throughput drops
occur during failure periods, the overall throughput of BEP load
is reduced between 30%–60% depending upon the particular
failure scenario. Many points in the BEP figures continue to
lie around the diagonal which means that some BEP flows are
not affected by the corresponding failure and they continue to
receive the same service as in the no-failure mode.

Although the BEP traffic can experience a serious degrada-
tion at times, we remind the reader of two things. First, the
kinds of failures we are talking about are fiber cuts and, thus,
it is reasonable to assume that such failures should not happen
too often; thus, most of the time the BEP service experiences
top quality. Second, some failures are worse than others. The
fraction of points above 30 ms (the maximum delay under no
failures) for the delay (Fig. 17) is 27%; thus, for the majority of
failures, there is little degradation in BEP service. The drawback
of occasionally having poor BEP performance for some failure
scenarios, is the tradeoff to pay for having a cheaper service. In

4The throughput values in this plot range from 0 to 10 Mb/s, while those in
Figs. 7 and 8 range up to 1000 Mb/s because in Fig. 15, we plot throughputs per
router pair, while in Figs. 7 and 8, BEP traffic is given network-wide (the sum
of all router pairs).
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Fig. 19. Losses for BEP traffic. Failure mode versus no-failure mode.

Fig. 20. Average throughput for FP traffic for each failure scenario.

Section II, we mentioned some applications for which BEP is a
viable service. We also point out that we used UDP sources in
our simulations. If an application were using transmission con-
trol protocol (TCP), then it would self-regulate according to the
available bandwidth and the loss would be much less than what
is shown here. So the BEP performance would be superior in
terms of loss and end-to-end delay to what is shown here for
TCP-based applications.

We also show the aggregate throughput of FP and BEP traffic
on logical links and compare it between the failure mode and
the no-failure mode. For each logical link between two neigh-
boring routers and for each failure scenario, we measure the ag-
gregate throughput for both FP and BEP. We plot the results in
Fig. 20 for FP traffic and in Fig. 21 for BEP traffic. The axis
in the figures shows the failure scenario number and the axis
the aggregate throughput in megabits per second. The lines in
the figures correspond to logical links of the network topology
in Fig. 5. Although there are many lines in Fig. 20, it is clear
that the aggregate FP throughput remains constant on all log-
ical links for all failure scenarios, and is equal to its value in the
no-failure mode (obtained by looking at the axis for the sce-
nario numbered). This is another metric indicating the success of
our mapping and scheduler solutions in terms of not impacting
existing customers using the FP service. The 13 logical links in
Fig. 21 are displayed over two plots for ease of readability. The
aggregate BEP throughput degrades only on some logical links
in some failure scenarios, and the amount of BEP degradation

Fig. 21. Average throughput for BEP traffic for each failure scenario.

is dictated by how much bandwidth is available on a logical link
after failure.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have solved both a mapping problem and a
scheduling problem that carriers would need to resolve in order
to support two classes of service differentiated by their level of
protection. We illustrated that our heuristic solution, that scales
to large networks, performs within 3%–5% of an optimal so-
lution. The multifaceted version of the problem we considered,
engenders a variety of important tradeoffs that we illustrated and
quantified. For example, we showed that in order to provide ser-
vice degradation rather than total service disruption, one needs
to incorporate failure scenarios inside the optimization steps.
However, ensuring that the throughput drops for BEP traffic
during failure are limited, also implies that during normal opera-
tion the total BEP throughput carried is less than would be if we
did not consider failures inside the optimization solution. In the
large network scenario we examined, when we include failures
in the optimization we carry roughly 8% less BEP traffic than
if we do not. However, the gain is that we also drop 22% less
BEP during failure episodes than if we did not consider failures.
This is clearly worth the tradeoff because even when including
failure events, the total load carried by a network (with both FP
and BEP services) is roughly a factor of ten more than the load
carried by a network supporting FP alone.

Because the pockets of additional bandwidth in carrier net-
works are usually unevenly distributed, straightforward solu-
tions for offering BEP bandwidth to logical connections would
lead to unfair partitions of bandwidth. To compensate, we en-
forced a max-min fairness policy and showed that this does im-
prove the fairness of the BEP bandwidth partition over simple
fairness policies such as a minimum bandwidth allocation. More
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importantly, we illustrated that this carrier requirement also in-
duces an important tradeoff on the amount of BEP a network
can carry. The more fairness that is required, the less total BEP
traffic can be carried. For the two fairness policies we examined,
providing max-min fairness instead of a minimum guarantee,
means that the BEP traffic load carriable drops by 14%.

Our approach is both practical and complete, because we pro-
vide a scalable heuristic that converges quickly and because
we provide a scheduling solution for on-line usage. Our com-
bined solution to the mapping and scheduling problems yields
a system in which the SLAs of the FP traffic are not affected
by the addition of BEP, and the total load carried on backbone
networks is increased by a factor from 3 to 10 (depending upon
the network scenario considered). We avoided a total disruption
in the BEP traffic and limited the degradation to be in the range
of a 30%–60% drop in throughput. Thus, BEP users will expe-
rience slower connections but not a complete disruption.

In summary, we have illustrated that carrier requirements
often lead to restrictions in the total amount of BEP traffic than
can be carried. The good news is that even when one meets
these load limiting policies, there is still a great deal of BEP
traffic than can be carried and, hence, carrier networks contain
a large potential to increase their current carried load.
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